“Masque of the Red Death” Quiz: Thursday, November 8

1. If you didn’t take “The Devil and Tom Walker” quiz, this quiz grade will replace that missing grade.

2. If you made a low score on the “D&TW” quiz, this higher grade will replace that.

3. If you did well on the “D&TW” quiz, this quiz grade will replace a low minor grade.

If you are absent on November 8, you must come in before or after school on November 12 to make up this quiz. If you don’t, you will receive a zero (that will be a zero for this grade AND the “D&TW” quiz if you never made it up.

Romanticism Test: Monday, November 19

1. Transcendentalism (A separate grade on these questions will replace a low or missing Transcendentalism Quiz grade)

2. Gothic Literature

3. Poe & his works

4. Hawthorne & his works

If you are absent on November 19, you must make up the test by the 21st. If not, you will receive a zero.

Vocabulary Test: Tuesday, November 20

Replace low/missing vocabulary test grade or a low/missing minor grade.

• Words 21-30 (see back for these words); “The Devil & Tom Walker” & “Masque of the Red Death”

• If you didn’t take the vocabulary test on October 12, this test grade will replace that missing grade.

• If you scored low on the vocabulary test, this test will replace that test if you score higher.

• If you scored high, you will still take this test and receive extra credit, points depending on your score. Also, this test grade will replace one low minor grade.

You must score a 70 or above to get the extra credit and replacement grade.

If you are absent on the 20th, you will need to make up the test on the 21st. The 21st is the last day of the 6 weeks! You will have an incomplete if you are absent the 20th and 21st!